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Dear Friends & Colleagues,

Dear Friends & Colleagues,
It was a great pleasure to meet some of you
personally at last year’s Frankfurt Book Fair.
I am very pleased to present our new rights
list, including parts of our backlist as well. I
am convinced that you will find several interesting titles for your program in Silberschnur’s
Foreign Rights Catalogue 2020.

Of course, I would be delighted to send you
reading copies. If you wish to get your examination copy sooner, I shall be happy to send
you reading copies as a PDF.
Please send me your suggestion for an appointment as soon as possible.
Kind regards and stay healthy!

Once again, our publishing house offers you
a wide variety of subjects, yet they are all
about the individual development and the various possibilities to gain more awareness and
an increasing consciousness.
This Foreign Rights Catalogue presents our
available titles in our publications fields:
^

ART OF LI VING

^

BODY, MIND & SPIR IT

^

SPIR ITUALIT Y & ESOTER ICISM

^

HEALTH & HEALING

^

PER SONAL DEVELOPMENT

Please take your time to browse through this
new Foreign Rights Catalogue.
If you need more detailed information,
please feel free to contact me or visit
www.silberschnur.de.

Peter Schmidt
Editorial Consultancy &
Foreign Rights Management
Verlag »Die Silberschnur« GmbH
email: p.schmidt@silberschnur.de
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New Releases 2020

H E A LT H & H E A L I N G

Dietmar Schenk

If you stay younger, you can get older
Synergaging –let your head get your body in shape

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

240 pages, full colour illustrations,
paperback

By the same author:

Do chronic stress and overloads continually take your vitality
away? Do you feel exhausted, burned out, and prematurely aged?
Cures and pills promise to help, but more often than not they
fail because they cannot refill used-up vitality. However, this is
exactly what it is all about: feeling more inner dynamism again
and rebuilding our inner balance. Practicing real Better Aging.
The Synergaging programme guides you to a true fountain of
youth, to the source of vitality and thereby to robust health into
old age so you can lead a healthy, vital, and self-determined life
at all times.
It is worth it.

DIETMAR SCHENK

He has been working as a healer since 1996.
After being trained in various energetic fields,
he developed a new healing method in 2008.
Meanwhile, he has enlarged his field of activity
to quantum physics, which led to the development of the Synergemo® method.
WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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ART OF LIVI NG

Anjana Gill

Verlag »Die Silberschnur« GmbH · Foreign Rights · Steinstraße 1 · D-56593 Güllesheim · Germany · e-mail: p.schmidt@silberschnur.de · www.silberschnur.de

Do you already speak Cosmic?
German–Cosmic – Cosmic–German

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

224 pages, 2-colour, paperback

By the same author:

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Cosmic is the new lifestyle!
A new way of life is conquering the world.
Cosmic living is the ultimate breakthrough for a completely new
attitude towards life. Wishes are a thing of the past, now is the
time for fulfilment.
Anjana Gill, bestselling author and successful expert for things
between heaven and earth, explains and deciphers the ‘secret code’
to collaborate with the universe.
The signs the universe is sending us often seem mysterious, we
cannot understand or interpret them.
But this is finally over. We are excited to discover: yes! The universe and us – we can speak the same ‘language‘ and open the
doors to an incredibly beautiful life.
Up until now, they said that life is hard.
In Cosmic, it says, ‘I am a lucky person.’
Cosmic living – this is the secret! Follow the signs ...

ANJANA GILL

Anjana Gill has written numerous books and is
an expert for matters between heaven and earth.
In the last decades, with lots of passion and joy,
she has focused on showing that there is an exciting connection between humans and the universe. Her motto: everything is possible if you
cooperate with the universe. Because there is a
connection between heaven and earth – a connection that unites earthly life and cosmic possibilities. Exciting, fascinating, successful.
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PE RSON A L DEVE LOPM E NT

Ilona Friederici

Hamanyalas –
Wisdoms to living an easy life
WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

176 pages, paperback

What is really important?
From one minute to the next, everything changes. Your whole life
collapses like a house of cards, nothing is the same anymore. You
feel like someone has pulled the rug out from under your feet
and there seems to be no way out …
… but suddenly, you discover the Hamanyalas – valuable guides
to yourself. With their help, you will find the courage to get to
know yourself, you won’t have to just perform in your daily life
anymore, and you will realize what you really want.
All of a sudden, life is so much easier and better ...
ILONA FRIEDERICI

Already in her teens, author Ilona Friederici, also
known as ‘the encourager’, was an enthusiastic
story writer. She worked in the field of tax advice
and later as managing director in an international
group and lives in Itzehoe in northern Germany.
After having completed a training as an alternative healer in psychotherapy and palliative care provider as well as a special training
as a psycho-oncological therapist, she now helps people bring more
ease and happiness into their lives. She encourages people to discover
their own potential and live the way that is right and important for
them. The passionate dancer takes care of people suffering from
cancer or finding themselves in a crisis. She holds lectures and special
workshops about topics from her books, mostly combined with
music, her great passion, especially with guitar playing and singing.
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H E A LT H & H E A L I N G

Klaus G. Lieg

Relaxed to the point
using the acupressure mat

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

96 pages, coloured with photos, paperback

Pure relaxation
Job pressure, traffic noise, lack of time, or emotional strain are
constant sources of stress. This makes it even more important to
step out of this infectious cycle and create a counterweight.
For more than 30 years, Klaus G. Lieg has investigated mental
stress and a wide array of relaxation techniques.
Using an innovative combination of traditional relaxation techniques and the acupressure mat, he shows you how to finally find
peace and relaxation, alleviate psychological complaints, dissolve
mental or physical blockades and gain new strength.
•
•
•
•

By the same author:

»96 pages, 2-colour,
paperback,«

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Find peace and relaxation
Alleviate psychological complaints
Dissolve mental or physical blockades
Gain new strength

KLAUS G. LIEG

For more than 30 years, author Klaus G. Lieg
has investigated mental stress and a wide array
of relaxation techniques like mindfulness, PEP,
and yoga. He gives courses and workshops,
qualifies course instructors and therapists,
holds seminars at universities and works in the
field of operational health management
(BGM) on the topic of mental stress at the
workplace.
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H E A LT H & H E A L I N G

Klaus G. Lieg

The 7 pillars of resilience
Strengthening the spiritual immune system
with essential oils

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

96 pages, 2-colour, paperback,
rounded corners

By the same author:

»96 pages, coloured with
photos, paperback«

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Strengthen your spiritual immune system
Everybody is talking about resilience and books, courses and seminars strengthening our mental resistance are booming. But there
is an easier, timesaving and more gentle way using the strength of
essential oils.
In his new book, experienced systemic psychologist and emotional regulation therapist Klaus G. Lieg presents the 7pillars of
resilience in connection with aromatherapy – a method empowering you to develop greater resilience and inner strength. Using
an innovative combination of proven psychological exercises and
essential oils, you will successfully cope with crises, respond flexibly to changing demands and confidently master stressful, frustrating or difficult situations.

KLAUS G. LIEG

For more than 30 years, author Klaus G. Lieg
has investigated mental stress and a wide array
of relaxation techniques like mindfulness, PEP,
and yoga. He gives courses and workshops,
qualifies course instructors and therapists,
holds seminars at universities and works in the
field of operational health management
(BGM) on the topic of mental stress at the
workplace.
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PE RSON A L DEVE LOPM E NT

Kurt Tepperwein

The mindset for success
Timeless • Inspiring • Valuable

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

160 pages, full colour illustrations,
paperback

By the same author:

»136 pages, paperback«

What kind of life do you want to live?!
Say good-bye to frustration, fear, and doubts – and hello to selfconfidence, success, and harmony.
Is it really that easy? Yes, thanks to the revolutionary mindset
method, you can finally say good-bye to your worries and look
forward to living a life full of joy and abundance.
Mind-coach Kurt Tepperwein collected helpful thoughts revealing
who you really are, what you can expect from life and what your
personal task in life is.
This is timeless, valuable knowledge that literally reprograms you
to live the life you always dreamed of.
Make use of your creative thoughts!

KURT TEPPERWEIN

Kurt Tepperwein has been a successful manager
and consultant for many years. Today he works
as a healer and consciousness researcher with
the goal to find the source of disease and distress. He has published hundreds of videos,
DVDs and Audio-CDs and more than 80 books,
many of which have been translated in several
languages.

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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N E W & U P TO D AT E

Erdogan Ercivan

Verlag »Die Silberschnur« GmbH · Foreign Rights · Steinstraße 1 · D-56593 Güllesheim · Germany · e-mail: p.schmidt@silberschnur.de · www.silberschnur.de

The Corona plot
A controlled reorganisation of the world
with synthetical viruses?

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

300 pages, with illustrations, hardcover

Coronavirus – ‘made in China’ or ‘made in USA’?
Who really sent this epidemic plague into the world?
Science journalist Erdogan Ercivan meticulously and grippingly
reveals the secret behind the COVID-19 pandemic. Is it a largescale plot only to impose international economic and political interests without paralysing legal disputes?
Is the viral infestation the starting point for a conversion of society into new, controlled ‘numbers people’?
If you want to know why …
… newborns will in future be implanted with chips,
… wealthy individuals will in future be systematically expropriated,
… cash will in future be actually abolished,
… compulsory vaccination will in future become law,
… citizens will in future get a public points system,
... then you should read this book!
ERDOGAN ERCIVAN

Since 1978, Erdogan Ercivan has investigated
in the fields of paleo-astronautics and archaeology. From 1981 until 1986, he worked at the
DEH Detachment of the US Army in Berlin
and was a member of the Egypt forum at the
Humboldt University. In 1998, he organised
the ‘First world congress of forbidden archaeology’ and is one of the pioneers of the introduction of a ‘nursing care insurance in health
care’ (PKV). From 1987 until 2007, he worked
in the banking and financial services sector.
From 1995 onwards, he wrote several bestsellers as a science journalist which were translated into several languages.
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B O D Y, M I N D & S P I R I T

Dorothea Stockmar

Encounters between worlds
The bond that connects us beyond death

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

160 pages, 2-coloured, paperback

Finish the path of grief and live in communion.
When her son was suddenly snatched from life and she was
thrown into the world of grief more than ten years ago, a new era
started for Dorothea Stockmar.
Expressively, with great depth and poetic empathy, Dorothea
Stockmar describes her longing for her lost child and her changing
attitude to grief in the last ten years.
Many people experience contacts after death, each one in their
unique way, although these encounters partly are of a similar nature. While contacts like this can give us consolation, they can
also expand our consciousness and our hearts.
Dorothea Stockmar wants to show mourners that there is a bond
connecting us to our loved ones beyond death.

DOROTHEA STOCKMAR

Brigitte Nolting is an author, mind-coach,
lawyer, and expert for medicinal herbs and essential oils. She lives in Frankfurt am Main
and spends the winter in Goa, India.
Ever since her training in a pharmacy nearly
50 years ago she has had a focus on healing
plants and essential oils that support our mental and physical health. In personal consultations and lectures as well as books and card
sets, she competently and enthusiastically
passes on her knowledge.
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PE RSON A L DEVE LOPM E NT
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Gisa Steeg

Cheated on, lied to, fooled,
and got dumped
Your encouraging guide to a fresh start

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

304 pages, paperback

How to make wounds become wonders
In the midst of a crisis or after a separation, many of us wonder,
‘What now? How can I go on? How can I survive?‘
Let Gisa Steeg guide you through the phases of separation and
heartache. Heal your hurt and your heart, get out of the victim
role, get back on your feet, boost your self-esteem and rediscover
your joy of life and your light-heartedness.
The author is a stand-up coach because she herself once was at
rock bottom: after 30 years of marriage, her husband dumped her
overnight. In this book, Gisa Steeg reveals her success strategy
that helped her overcome the biggest crisis and hurt in her life.
She developed a compact navigator to overcome every crisis and
become strong, cheerful, optimistic, and self-confident.
This book will help you rediscover yourself and remember what
you want in life.

GISA STEEG

Gisa Steeg is a qualified commercial specialist,
business coach, systemic consultant, author,
and entrepreneur experienced in dealing with
clients and private individuals, drawing on
more than 20 years’ experience in the fields
of marketing and distribution. She specializes
in seminars and coaching for a healthy personality.
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H E A LT H & H E A L I N G

Heiko Christmann

Count your blood
Interpret your blood levels correctly
using dark-field microscopy.
Sensitive diagnosis, effective treatment

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

192 pages, flexocover

Our blood is our vital sap, but it also contains a wealth of information.
You can read it like an open book. It provides insight into dysfunctions, stress on organs, mineral deficiency, infections, existing
health issues and much more.
Using dark-field microscopy in his diagnoses, experienced healer
Heiko Christmann develops individual therapies to improve
blood parameters, the most important of which he presents in
this book. Interesting case reports from his practice give an insight
into this impressive healing method.
This is a book for all those who want to take responsibility for
their health into their own hands.
Learn how to read your blood levels and pimp your blood!

HEIKO CHRISTMANN

Heiko Christmann, born in 1967, is a remedial
therapist, non-medical practitioner, and biological
physician. For nearly 20 years, he has run a medical practice in Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany,
addressing a variety of areas including ‘blood’,
‘colon therapy’, and ‘cell-available water’.
A ‘job with human contact’ is his vocation. The
wide range of treatments he offers has evolved as
a result of his interest in holistic concepts of healing und healing processes and his deepest wish
to support and guide patients on their individual
path to ‘becoming healthy’ and ‘staying healthy’.
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B O D Y, M I N D & S P I R I T

Elisa S. Suter

The secret language of animals
A new revolutionary method to decode,
understand and learn how animals speak

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

208 pages, paperback

A spectacular practical handbook for all animal lovers!
Swiss animal expert Elisa S. Suter attentively listens to animals
and shows in this book how human-animal-communication can
be a resourceful reality. She shows what the “think-feel method”
is all about and what to look for when “talking” with an animal
of any species.
In this book you will find an exciting technique that completely
goes beyond the scope of “normal” generally accepted reality.
Learn how to understand animals with the revolutionary “thinkfeel method”.

ELISA S. SUTER

After having worked as a primary school teacher,
Elisa S. Suter, born and living in Switzerland,
has been devoted to the animal world. In 2016,
she founded her own consulting firm and immediately became an ‘insider tip’ thanks to her
exceptional coaching success and a completely new method.
Today, the author regularly provides advice to all kinds of pet
holders. She focuses primarily on diverse animal languages, the
human-animal language, and the topic of leadership. She is also
regularly involved in seminars, lectures, group consultations, and
individual coaching in the field of ‘human potential’ with a focus
on ‘mind over matter’.
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SPIRITUALITY &
E S OT E R I C I S M

Sara Léux

Living the new femininity
Strong, wild, and luminous

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

320 pages, 2-coloured, paperback

The new face of femininity
“Living the new femininity” is a book for modern women. A
book for courageous women and those aspiring to be courageous.
An experience for body, soul, and spirit for your femininity to
emerge and glow even more.
‘This book provides you with all the tools to connect with the
pure high vibrations of the feminine aspects and take them into
your life. It is an adventurous book for you to awaken your primordial femininity and self-healing powers.‘
Be free and live your new femininity.

SARA LÉUX

Sara Léux lives and works as an independent
artist in Hamburg, studied philosophy and
completed a drama school education and several spiritual trainings including spiritual healing shamanic practices. She offers healing and
energy work and holds seminars about
strengthening feminine energy and connecting
energy, healing and body work with creativity.
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ART OF LIVI NG

Anjana Gill

You and the universe –
something is going on there!
Your personal wish-fulfilment book

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

144 pages, 2-coloured, paperback

By the same author:

»224 pages, softcover«

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Your universal notebook
A creative notebook to fulfil your wishes
Write it down! Could it be that the secret of wish-fulfilment consists in writing things down? YES! Things written down happen
better and faster.
In this magical wish-fulfilment and manifestation book, Anjana
Gill shows you examples from her own private wish-fulfilment
book. She provides useful advice on how to successfully phrase
your wishes and create a matching collage and shows you a number of wish-fulfilment accelerators.
Write your deepest wishes in this book – the results will delight
you. Nearly everything is possible – but that is just between us. ☺

ANJANA GILL

Anjana Gill has written numerous books and is
an expert for matters between heaven and earth.
In the last decades, with lots of passion and joy,
she has focused on showing that there is an exciting connection between humans and the universe. Her motto: everything is possible if you
cooperate with the universe. Because there is a
connection between heaven and earth – a connection that unites earthly life and cosmic possibilities. Exciting, fascinating, successful.
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H E A LT H & H E A L I N G

Verlag »Die Silberschnur« GmbH · Foreign Rights · Steinstraße 1 · D-56593 Güllesheim · Germany · e-mail: p.schmidt@silberschnur.de · www.silberschnur.de

Angela Frauenkron-Hoffmann

Free from allergies and intolerances
Using biological decoding

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

120 pages, paperback

By the same author:

»136 pages, paperback«

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Finally allergy-free!
Biological decoding allows you to systematically decode … understand … feel … and resolve the subconscious patterns intolerances
are based upon.
You have an allergy and want to get rid of it? Nothing could be
easier! – Yes, that is right: getting rid of an allergy is really easy.
In her book, experienced therapist Angela Frauenkron-Hoffmann
presents a method she has successfully used for years – biological
decoding – and goes into detail about symptoms like house-dust
allergy, gluten intolerance, sunlight allergy or animal hair allergy.
With the insights provided by this book you can free yourself
from your allergy all on your own. Considering that side effects
and risks are close to zero, this new form of therapy is a real
chance for you to live without allergies.

ANGELA FAUENKRON-HOFFMANN

Angela Frauenkron-Hoffmann is a psychotherapist from Belgium. For the past 25 years, she
has worked with children and adults in her own
practice. Fascinated by the logic of nature und
life, together with her patients, she goes in search
of the ‘bio-logical‘ explanation of their symptoms
and – logically – helps them heal themselves.
She holds seminars in the German- and Frenchspeaking areas for interested laymen, but also for
therapists wanting to learn how to conduct Biological Decoding.
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PE RSON A L DEVE LOPM E NT

Peter Berliner

Clear communication
How to get your point across effectively

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

272 pages, paperback

CLEAR CONVINCING COMMUNICATION
Did you ever lose out although you had the best arguments on
your side? Did you ever miss out on important opportunities only
because people misjudged you? Do you sometimes find yourself
at a loss for persuasive words? – Then this communication guide
is your new best friend!
Both at work and at home, effectively speaking in front of and
with other people is more crucial now than ever. Being able to
convincingly present your ideas and projects is the key to success.
In this compact, enjoyable guide, communication and personal
development expert Peter Berliner teaches you how to master the
art of clear communication and convince others of your ideas!

PETER BERLINER

Peter Berliner is a communication and personal
development expert. The graduate musician, actor, keynote speaker, author, and facilitator humorously shows his audience how to arouse interest, set boundaries, exude serenity and mitigate
conflicts using an expressive voice and a compelling appearance.
Peter Berliner successfully accompanies people
whose core competencies include holistic communication. With a wink, he highlights the vicissitudes of ‘vocal togetherness’, thereby revealing the most important means of communication
and enhancing people’s natural appearance.
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PE RSON A L DEVE LOPM E NT

Kurt Tepperwein

Forget-yourself-not!
23 virtues for a conscious life

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

160 pages, paperback

By the same author:

»160 pages, full colour
illustrations, paperback«

23 virtues for a conscious life.
We always long for changes. We try out lots of things, but we always find ourselves back to square one.
Successful author Kurt Tepperwein invites us to take a closer look
and rediscover life with 23 long forgotten virtues that are now
more relevant than ever.
This book joins you on your way to a more conscious life. It
wakes you up, catches you, harmonizes and accompanies you.
It is up to us to bring these virtues back to life …

KURT TEPPERWEIN

Kurt Tepperwein has been a successful manager
and consultant for many years. Today he works
as a healer and consciousness researcher with
the goal to find the source of disease and distress. He has published hundreds of videos,
DVDs and Audio-CDs and more than 80 books,
many of which have been translated in several
languages.

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE
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Manfred Mohr

What type of orderer are you?
This is how your wishes will come true!

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

256 pages, paperback

By the same author:

WORLD RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Cosmic ordering – individual and customized just for you!
You already worked through numerous guides to “cosmic ordering”, followed all the tips and advice, but still could not manifest
more than a parking space at the extreme edge of town? Dream
home, dream job, dream partner – your friends all have it, but
nothing is delivered to you?
Manfred Mohr has dealt with desperate readers‘ questions like
this for many years and found out that the actual fulfilment of a
wish is not only due to the right method but also has a great deal
to do with the wishing person’s character and personality.
In this book, he describes the 21 different types of orderers – and
how they can best find their dream home, dream job and dream
partner.
A new milestone in the history of cosmic ordering.

MANFRED MOHR

Dr. Manfred Mohr has a doctorate in Chemistry. Having worked for many years as a business consultant, he is now a successful author
and a host of seminars focusing on personal
development. With ‘The Miracle of Self-Love’,
he became known to the general public in 2011.
By now, more than 300,000 of his books have
been sold. Manfred Mohr was married to the
late author Bärbel Mohr who died in 2010 and
lives near Munich together with their twins.
He passes on her spiritual legacy.
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O R A C L E S , TA R OT & C A R D S

Brigitte Nolting

Wellness and aromatic oils
for everyday use
39 cards for using essential oils

WORLD RIG HTS AVAI L ABLE

39 Cards with flyer

The 39 most popular aromatic oils for wellness, health, and aroma
cuisine! Essential oils have been in use for thousands of years.
They provide relaxation, promote health and caress the soul.
Whether you have tensions, skin problems, or stress – the aromatic essences can relieve you from many ailments.
This set of cards offers you a basic, simple introduction to the
world of essential oils. Practical examples of oils for body and
soul, as a room fragrance or for aroma cuisine will make you want
to test this effective “fragrance medicine” for yourself.
With affirmations putting the themes of the oils into words, you
can tune in to each oil.
Thanks to essential oils, you can also enhance your well-being and
your mental balance.

BRIGITTE NOLTING

Dorothea Stockmar is a painter and author as
well as a grief counsellor and palliative care
provider. She lives and works in Celle and
Berlin. After the sudden death of her youngest
child, she processed her grief in images and
texts. She offers seminars, workshops, lectures
as well as installations, solo and group exhibitions in Germany and England.
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